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I. The Child Care Ecosystem in 2021

Without public investment in early education and care, the Massachusetts economy will be unable to fully recover from the coronavirus pandemic.

The early education and care system in Massachusetts is at a breaking point. The Commonwealth has the second most expensive child care market in the United States. Families routinely pay upwards of $20,000 a year for care for their young children. Paying for child care in the state is the equivalent of a second mortgage for some families and more than the cost of public college tuition for others. Even so, child care workers make very low wages and are leaving the workforce in droves because they can make more at jobs at the local hardware store or Dunkin’ Donuts. Child care providers are struggling to keep their businesses afloat amidst high costs and labor shortages.

The COVID-19 pandemic has made an already very challenging situation worse. The state was facing a large decline in programs in the decade before the pandemic, according to the Massachusetts Department of Early Learning and Care. Now, more facilities and classrooms across the state have closed their doors. Nationally, the industry is operating at only 88 percent of its pre-pandemic capacity but the situation is worse in the Commonwealth, where providers face some of the highest costs in the nation and strict quality and safety standards. One analysis showed Massachusetts had the weakest rebound in child care employment of any state in the nation. The number of openings, or “seats,” for young children fell by as much as 20 percent in Massachusetts since the pandemic and it’s not clear if those seats will return.

Boston, for example, experienced a 21 percent decrease in the number of licensed center-based and family child care providers since 2017. Those centers that remained open are making difficult decisions about reducing capacity—closing classrooms this fall because they could not find staff to fill empty positions.

“The directors I talk to are panicked,” says Amy O’Leary, who runs Strategies for Children, a statewide early childhood advocacy group. “They are in their classroom from morning until night because they can’t find enough staff.”

The reduction in capacity is intensifying just as many parents, working mothers particularly, are hoping to return to work outside of the home. Women, whose workforce participation is at its lowest level in decades, now face long waiting lists for available child care spots. Janice Handrahan, District Manager of KinderCare Education, told Western Mass News this summer that many of their centers in the Springfield region were completely full with waitlists.

There was a 21% decrease in the number of licensed center-based and family child care providers since 2017.
Experts like O’Leary say the system is on the verge of collapse. Massachusetts employers are reporting concerns about finding workers and about child care and school issues affecting their employees’ ability to be present, engaged, timely and productive. “When programs are not able to open, when child care centers close their doors, people are going to be mad,” O’Leary says. “And they are going to say, ‘Why didn’t anyone tell us that this was about to collapse?’”

This report examines key data on how COVID-19 has impacted the child care system in Massachusetts along with original reporting and interviews. We find that diverse sectors in the state agree now is the time for greater public investment to stabilize the early education and care system and ensure economic recovery for the Commonwealth.

“There’s such a challenge right now finding care,” she said.  

Parents are weighing whether long commutes to work and child care—and the high costs of both—are worth the stress and the large percentage of paychecks consumed. Some families are making the decision not to have additional children, because they don’t see how they could afford even higher child care costs. Others are deciding that they cannot return to work because of the lack of available and affordable child care.

The early education and care crisis is having a more severe impact on families of color who’ve been disproportionately impacted by the pandemic. A greater share of Black, Latinx and immigrant families have gotten sick, lost loved ones and experienced job and housing loss than White families. These populations are more likely to be low-wage workers and more likely to be unable to afford high child care costs. They are also more likely to use informal or family child care providers who have suffered closures during the pandemic.
We know from recent developments in neuroscience and molecular biology that the experiences children have in the first five years of life help build crucial foundations for their learning, behavior and health. According to research by Jack Shonkoff and his colleagues at the Harvard Center for the Developing Child, in the first few years of life, children’s brains form more than one million new neural connections every second.13 In these years, children’s brains are building the foundations they will need for skills like cognition, attentiveness, motivation and self-regulation. And it turns out, researchers have discovered, that children’s environments in the early years of life contribute to the development of the structure and circuitry of their brains as they grow.14 When young children receive high quality early education and care in stable settings, research from Shonkoff and others shows, it helps them build the strong foundation they will need for emotional development and learning. When children don’t have these important early experiences or miss out on responsive interactions with the adults in their lives, it threatens their development and well-being over the long term.15

High-profile studies like Perry Preschool in Ypsilanti, Michigan, the Child-Parent Centers in Chicago, and the Abecedarian program in North Carolina are renowned for showing that quality early education and care can help children succeed and overcome adversity such as poverty and early trauma.16

Research shows that when children attend high quality early childhood classrooms, with well supported teachers, they end up needing fewer support services later in life, all of which lead to reduced costs down the line to society.15 In fact, economist and Nobel Laureate James Heckman has estimated that the rate of return for investment in quality early childhood education is 13 percent per annum through better outcomes in education, health, sociability, economic productivity and reduced crime.18 Early care and education is expensive, but Heckman’s research shows the returns are enormous. In fact, returns are much higher than the rate of return over the last 60 years in the U.S. stock market, according to Heckman. Experts say investments in early childhood education tackle social inequality, help build the future workforce, reduce future costs to society in social programs and are some of the best investments a state can make in its future.

II. The Power of Early Education and Care

YOUNG CHILDREN IN THE COMMONWEALTH

There are approximately 430,000 children aged 5 and under in Massachusetts, the vast majority of whom need care while their parents work.19 Fourteen percent of children 5 and under are living in poverty.20 Before the pandemic, 75 percent of children were living in households where all adults work full-time. Yet there is only room for a fraction of these children in the state’s current child care system.21 Forty-four percent of children in the state are children of color, and studies show they are more likely to have experienced educational disruptions and to have lost a family member to COVID-19.22
LAURA PERILLE  
CEO, NURTURY INC.

Laura Perille runs Nurtury, one of the largest providers of early education and care in Boston. She told the Boston Globe this summer that she cannot find enough workers to maintain her classrooms. Child care workers in Massachusetts, most of whom are women of color, make a median wage of $14 an hour. Throughout New England these workers experience high rates of poverty and often lack any benefits. Early educators with a bachelor’s degree are paid 35 percent less than their colleagues in the K–8 system, essentially paying a penalty for working with younger children.

“This is a staffing crisis,” Perille told the Globe. Without enough workers to fill classrooms, Perille made the difficult decision this year to close one of Nurtury’s five centers in Greater Boston, a move that advocates say is a statewide trend.

Finding child care workers is a crisis nationwide. But educators like Perille say the situation is worse in Massachusetts, which has an aging early education and care workforce. During the pandemic many of these older workers chose to retire. One analysis showed the state’s child care workforce was 41 percent smaller in the third quarter of 2020 than it was before the pandemic. The state’s high cost of living makes it nearly impossible to live on the low wages child care workers make. But raising wages to the level needed to attract new workers can be a challenge for providers to afford to do on their own—and passing a greater share of the cost on to end users would shut out even more families. Massachusetts also has high standards for quality and for health and safety, which is right and good but adds to the cost burden of running child care centers. Fixing the system, experts say, must begin with public investments in the early education and care workforce.

“If you have access to better pay and health insurance [in another job], we can’t fault people for not coming back to do this work,” Lea J. Austin, Executive Director of UC Berkeley’s Center for the Study of Child Care Employment, told the LA Times in September 2021. “We can’t get to good, stable child care if we can’t stabilize and support the early care and education workforce, and until we intervene with some public resources, we’re running in circles.”

MAUREEN PETERSON  
PARENT OF A THREE- AND SIX-YEAR-OLD

Several years back, Westfield mom Maureen Peterson made the difficult decision to leave her job because she realized it was costing more to keep her two young daughters in child care than she was earning.

“I realized I was effectively paying one dollar and 78 cents each day to work,” Peterson says. “It made no sense.”
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LOUISE JEFFY-DENNIS
PARENT OF A TWO-YEAR-OLD AND A SEVEN-MONTH-OLD

Louise Jeffy-Dennis lives in Sturbridge and works in Boston and the Metrowest area. She and her husband have a toddler and an infant, born during the pandemic.

Before COVID-19, the family was paying $600 a week for child care for her one son. Jeffy-Dennis is a psychologist. Her husband works for the state, and they make a good living—too much to be eligible for child care subsidies yet not enough to be able to afford the $600 a week easily. Jeffy-Dennis knew that families with two children face an even larger burden and that their child care expenses could more than double when adding a new baby. The Economic Policy Institute estimates that a typical family in Massachusetts would have to spend 39 percent of its income on child care for an infant and a 4-year-old, for example.

Once their second child was born, Jeffy-Dennis pulled her older son out of the child care center he was in to save money. Since then, the family has struggled to find affordable, available options that are open during the hours they need care. The children are being looked after by Jeffy-Dennis’ mother-in-law, but Jeffy-Dennis worries about them being isolated and not having access to critical early learning experiences. And, she notes, when parents make these kind of changes to their care plan, child care centers lose the stable revenue they need to sustain services, which can have rocky effects on the entire system.

Jeffy-Dennis is also a manager. She works at a large nonprofit social services agency that has had trouble hiring and keeping patient care workers. Jeffy-Dennis says her own employees are also struggling with finding adequate child care.

“If child care is not available, it affects everyone,” she says. “The whole structure is broken down.”

“I realized I was effectively paying $1.78 each day to work. It made no sense.”
— Maureen Peterson

MAUREEN PETERSON continued

At that time, child care for the two children cost almost $800 a week. Peterson had to go back to work after her husband was laid off and the family has juggled a variety of child care arrangements since then. Today, Peterson and her husband both work full-time and options for child care in Western Mass are limited. Most of the child care centers have waiting lists and only operate until 3:00 or 4:00 p.m.

During the pandemic, when her youngest daughter’s child care center closed, Peterson and her husband shared care duties while juggling working from home, with friends pinch hitting. Her eldest attended kindergarten on Zoom. She’s not sure how they got through it. Today her eldest attends first grade in person at the local public elementary school and her three-year-old is enrolled in preschool at the local YMCA. Peterson and her husband trade off picking up the children in the mid-afternoon. When they have to return to the office in person, Peterson is not sure how they will afford it. “It’s going to cost us $600 a month more to pay for the before and after care,” she says.

Peterson just finished school but, as a graduate student, did not qualify for subsidies and couldn’t afford to take advantage of on-campus child care options. The family also can’t afford the child care center onsite at her husband’s employer. They think of themselves as a hardworking middle-class family. Yet, Peterson says, all the options available to them for child care were “prohibitively expensive.”
Tom Weber is the former commissioner of the Massachusetts Department of Early Education and Care. In recent years, Weber has turned his attention to educating and organizing the business community around early childhood education as an economic and workforce development strategy. Weber is the Executive Director of the Massachusetts Business Coalition for Early Childhood Education, formed to give the local business community a way to lend its voice and actions to the cause. The cause, which had already grown to a crisis, has become more urgent in recent months with the pandemic raging on. Weber says that members of his coalition increasingly see the way the child care problem is negatively impacting their own employees and particularly women within their offices.

“Women are communicating clearly to us about their untenable circumstances through their actions,” Weber says. “They’ve fled the labor market in record numbers.”

Surveys by the business coalition show 91 percent of Massachusetts employers have significant concerns about child care and school issues affecting their employee’s ability to show up to work and to be productive once they get there. Now, local employers are increasingly facing worker shortages, some of which can be attributed to the lack of child care availability.

“This is a real moment of awakening for our employer community,” Weber says. “The employer community has now come to understand this as an urgent priority, instead of just a long-term concern.”

—Tom Weber

Kristin McSwain knew there were some neighborhoods in Boston that only had child care seats available for half of the young children living there. As the executive director of Boston’s Opportunity Agenda, McSwain knows well the dramatic and lifelong consequences high quality early education and care can have for all children—but especially those whose families are living on very low incomes. Yet Boston was leaving too many of those children out.

When COVID-19 hit, McSwain saw things go from bad to worse. The city’s youngest and poorest residents were living in families experiencing higher rates of illness, trauma and loss of income. On top of that, though children need high quality care more than ever before, what existing child care infrastructure the city had seemed to be evaporating. Her team’s research showed large closures among licensed center-based and family child care providers in the city.

continued
“In order for us to have an equitable recovery, we need to address the inequity in child care. Now is the time.”

—Kristin McSwain

KRISTIN MCSWAIN continued

Today, as someone who has been doing this work since 2011, McSwain is very concerned that the state will let this moment go by without changing how it invests in young children.

“In order for us to have an equitable recovery, we need to address the inequity in child care,” McSwain said. “Now is the time.”

The need is enormous. Young children in Boston, McSwain says, are now showing up at school exhibiting signs of trauma, the results of having been without stable settings for many months. School districts are reporting widespread regression in their students (including the youngest children). They are also seeing an increase in children exhibiting challenging behavior, experiencing malnourishment and trouble adjusting to a school environment.

Boston saw a 40 percent decrease in the number of eligible children receiving early intervention services. These services, for things like speech or occupational therapy, can help prevent developmental delays and prepare children for success once they enter kindergarten. Without them, McSwain said, children’s needs can become compounded over time.

“They then show up at our public schools with a set of needs that are much more expensive,” she says. “It can become a problem we are all going to have to pay for.”

McSwain adds, “We’re on the verge of these difficulties getting much, much worse. If we don’t do something now, the care isn’t going to be available for those who desire it.” And, she points out, children will suffer. McSwain hopes policymakers will move now to increase investment in early education and care.

“The need is enormous. Young children in Boston, McSwain says, are now showing up at school exhibiting signs of trauma, the results of having been without stable settings for many months. School districts are reporting widespread regression in their students (including the youngest children). They are also seeing an increase in children exhibiting challenging behavior, experiencing malnourishment and trouble adjusting to a school environment.

Boston saw a 40 percent decrease in the number of eligible children receiving early intervention services. These services, for things like speech or occupational therapy, can help prevent developmental delays and prepare children for success once they enter kindergarten. Without them, McSwain said, children’s needs can become compounded over time.

“They then show up at our public schools with a set of needs that are much more expensive,” she says. “It can become a problem we are all going to have to pay for.”

McSwain adds, “We’re on the verge of these difficulties getting much, much worse. If we don’t do something now, the care isn’t going to be available for those who desire it.” And, she points out, children will suffer. McSwain hopes policymakers will move now to increase investment in early education and care.

“Not only is it the right thing to do,” she says. “It is also an economic imperative.”

THE “SHE-CESSION”

In January 2020, for the first time in a long time, women made up more than 50 percent of the workforce. More women were in senior positions and gender pay gaps had narrowed. Just months later, the pandemic would wipe out nearly all of those gains.

More than 2 million women have dropped out of the American workforce since the arrival of COVID-19. Data show that women dropped out of the workforce at four times the rate of men. The sectors with high concentrations of women (leisure and hospitality, for example), were hit the hardest by the COVID-19 recession. And when schools, child care centers and restaurants closed, many who lost those jobs were women of color and low-wage workers. The majority of jobs lost during this recession have been held by women—leading some to call it a “she-cession.”

On top of that, women, in many cases alone, bore the burden of school and child care closures. Women managed remote learning, quit their jobs, reduced their hours, turned down promotions, and closed their businesses. They did so because they had no choice. Without public investment in early education and care, women will not be able to return to work.
Massachusetts cannot have a working economy post-COVID without investments in early education and care.

Child care is out of reach for most Massachusetts families. The U.S. Department of Health and Human services has estimated that child care is affordable if it costs no more than 7 percent of a family’s income. “By this standard,” according to an analysis by the Economic Policy Institute, “only 5.4 percent of Massachusetts families can afford infant care.” The burden is even higher on families with more than one child or parents who are low-wage workers. And these costs are rising. By some estimates, a single parent living in the Commonwealth will have to pay as much as 69 percent of their income for center-based infant care.

These high child care costs and lack of affordable options are pushing women out of the workforce. Nationally, women’s workforce participation is at its lowest level in more than three decades. Governor Charlie Baker and Lt. Governor Karyn Polito’s 2021 Future of Work report found that the situation is no different in the Commonwealth and cites the state’s lack of access to affordable, flexible child care as something that is likely to exacerbate women’s slow job recovery after the pandemic.

“I don’t see a way that we can truly have people returning to work, especially women, in the numbers that we need if we are not providing for child care,” Rep. Katherine Clark (D-Mass.), a member of the House Democratic leadership, told Politico. “Now is the time to invest in women in our workforce.”

Linda Mason, who is the founder of Bright Horizons, an organization that works with employers to operate child care centers onsite, said employers are having a very difficult time finding workers right now. Mason says having quality child care available for employees makes the difference in productivity, in recruitment and in retention. She points out that for employers it’s a very expensive proposition to have to hire workers and then have them leave because they can’t find adequate, stable child care. “Public investments in quality child care are necessary,” Mason said, “both for the healthy development of our children, peace of mind for parents and the functioning of the economy.”

Economists, including those at the U.S. Treasury, call it a market failure and say the early education and care system will fail without public help, with consequences for the overall economy. Child care centers, for example, often operate on razor thin margins, with most of their costs devoted to payroll and related expenses, even though workers make very low wages. Without intervention the burden of these costs will continue to be passed on to families, something they clearly cannot afford.

“It’s past time that we treat child care as what it is—an element whose contribution to economic growth is as essential as infrastructure or energy,” Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen says.

The U.S government did once provide federally funded child care centers. During World War II the government understood that for women to participate in the war effort, they needed quality early care and education for their children. That program ended in 1946, but we are once again on the verge of making historic federal investments in early education and care. The federal Build Back Better Act includes a $400 billion investment in child care and universal pre-K.

IV.

Conclusion and a Look Ahead: Child Care Investment for a Working Economy in the Commonwealth
Both child care and pre-K, of course, are administered locally and the federal proposal requires states to match some funds. So even with a large influx of federal dollars, experts say states need to be ready with their own investments. Federal policy analysts say there is a lot of work states will still have to do to wrap around the federal investment and make sure it is leveraged wisely—particularly in the areas of quality, capacity and workforce development.

“What this legislation does is create the opportunity for many more states and cities to take this on much more quickly and to create a more level playing field,” W. Steven Barnett, Director of the National Institute for Early Education Research, told Route Fifty.50

In the Commonwealth, a coalition of education and civil rights advocates have introduced the Common Start legislation. This legislation would establish a system of affordable, high-quality early education and child care for all Massachusetts families, over a five-year timeline, according to Amy O’Leary of Strategies for Children. Given what she hears daily from providers in the early education and care sector, O’Leary fears that if we don’t act now, it will be too late and the state’s already-dwindling supply of care options could disappear.

Turahn Dorsey, a longtime educational leader in the state, says this moment in time presents an opportunity for historic investment in the future of the state, its children and its workers: “This is something that the community can do together,” he said. “If we don’t do what we know works, then shame on all of us.”

Only 5.4% of Massachusetts families can afford infant care.
Appendix

Interviews Conducted

Turahn Dorsey, Foundation Fellow, Eastern Bank Foundation
Louise Jeffy-Dennis, Parent
Linda Mason, Bright Horizons Family Solutions, Boston Foundation Board Chair
MaryBeth Mattingly, Assistant Vice President, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
Kristin McSwain, Executive Director, Boston Opportunity Agenda
Amy O’Leary, Executive Director, Strategies for Children
Maureen Peterson, Parent
Sarah Savage, Senior Policy Analyst & Advisor, Regional and Community Outreach, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
Tom Weber, Executive Director, Mass Business Coalition for Early Childhood Education
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